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Welcome! 
As knitters, we love to work with colour. We love to work with texture. We want to use fluffy yarn, and silky 
yarn, and squishy yarn, and sparkly yarn, and heathered yarn! We love to create cozy, comforting, co
lourful, crazy, and fantastic designs! 

But how do we share these creations with others? Whether your a designer, test knitter, dyer, or a hobby 
knitter, fully capturing the visual and textural experience of a hand-knit garment in a photograph can be 
a difficult task. Through this tutorial, we are going to explore different tools we can use to help capture 
our knitwear in the best light . 

We will go through the process of shooting a knitwear item from start to finish. We'll assess the important 
aspects of different knitwear designs and build up a plan on how to capture the design, from styling to 
processing the final images. 

In an attempt to have something here for everyone, we'll be exploring both the use of DSLR cameras, 
but also look at how to get the most out of your cell phone or basic camera. Most of the concepts ad
dressed here (aside from lens choice and camera settings) will be applicable no matter what camera 
you're using. 

The videos are meant to give a visual to some of the concepts, but remember to follow along in the PDF 
to get more details, example photos , and lighting diagrams. 

Let's jump in! 
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Assess your garment 
We will be learning some exciting ways to show off your knitwear in the coming pages of this PDF, but we 
should chat really quickly here about managing expectations and how making choices about yarn and 
design before we even reach the photography stage is very important. 

There are some combos of colour and texture that , no matter how great a photographer you are or 
how amazing your gear is, you may not be able to fully capture. Here are some examples of things diffi

cult to capture on camera: a textural stitch in a black or fuzzy yarn; cables done in a highly variegated 
yarn; or a lace item with beads knit in where the beads match the yarn exactly. With this in mind, try and 
choose yarns for your samples that you know have the possibility of photographing well. 

For each knitwear garment that you plan to photograph, sit down and write out the 3 most important 

details of that design. Is it the fit? The lace pattern? The pocket detailing? The silhouette of that super 
cool asymmetrical shawl? 

Once you've written these down , know that it may not be possible to capture all of these aspects per
fectly in one photo, and that's OK. We're going to go in and dissect how to capture that one photo that 
makes everyone want to see more, that one photo that shows off your unique stitch design in the best 
light, that one photo that shows the overall shape and drape of the garment. It's through these 4-6 
images that you'll convince a knitter that they need to drop everything and knit your design right now! 
Don 't get too caught up trying to get one photo that shows off everything, because it 's not always pos
sible. 

Once you've assessed the "must see details" of your design, you're ready to move on to choosing your 
outfit and location. Not sure what's special about your design? Take a look at this list for some ideas : 

• Texture: lace , cables, slipped stitches, brioche, edgings, beads, bobbles, eyelets 
• Silhouette/Fit: fitted , slouchy, oversized, cropped, darted, asymmetrical 
• Unique Features: tassels, porn porns, interesting seaming or co nstruction , gusset, short rows 
• Yarn: fuzzy, shiny, squishy, tonal, variegated, colourwork 
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Outfits and accessories 
There is no right or wrong when it comes to picking out your outfit and accessories for a knitwear photoshoot . The 

key is that you be intentional. There is of ten the urge to rush and get the photos over with, but putting the time in 

beforehand to try and curate your look can be important. Trust me , I once modeled a winter toque while wearing 

a tank top ... not my best seller. Not sure where to start when choosing your outfit? These categor ies wi ll give you 

some direction. 

Good styling options 

• Choose matching or tone on tone colours 

• Choose contrasting colours 

• You can never go wrong w ith neutrals like grey, 

black, or denim 

• Look for textured fabrics 

• Keep accessories simple and intentional 

Things to stay away from 

• Printed or busy fabrics 

• Other knitted items 

• Over doing accessories (necklace and earrings 

and bracelets and rings, pick one !) 

Think seasons: This is an obvious one, but easily overlooked. Match your clothing to the season of the knitted item , 

not the current weather of your photoshoot day. If it's a winter sweater, consider styling with a hat or earmuffs, or 

layer with a winter coa t. If it's a summer knit, skirts and d resses are an awesome option. 

Think mood and target audience: Is your knitted item sophist icated and classy? Young and full of energy? Edgy? 

Think current style and fit : Look through some fashion biogs or magazines to see what's in style. Or raid your sis

ter 's/mom's/friend's closet for ideas. 

Tone on tone Contrasting colour Mixing textures 

Energetic contrasting co lour 

r,"""""""iw~ - --

Note : When photograph ing lace, make sure to choose a top w ith the opposite tone of your lace knit. For 

examp le, if your knit is in a light colour, choose a dark top. The contrast wil l a llow your lace detailing to stand out. 
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Location choice 
Similar to styling, there is no right or wrong when it comes to location choice. Most of the time choosing 
your location is all about choosing a spot with the best lighting. When I assure knitters and photogra
phers that looking for light is much more important than looking for a cool backdrop, they can be very 
resistant to the idea. I even find myself falling into that trap sometimes! So a great idea would be to jump 
forward to the lighting section of this tutorial, and then go for a walk around your neighborhood and find 
locations that share the benefits of good lighting and a fun backdrop. 

When choosing your location , you need to decide what the goal of your shoot is and how you will use 
the photos. Is this photo series about creating an image that evokes an emotional response and tells a 
story, or is it about capturing your knitted item without any distraction? Both types of photos have their 
place depending on the garment involved , but deciding what your focus is going to be will help you 
decide what sort of location to seek out. If it 's all about the knitting , you can likely find a spot with good 
lighting close to home. If you're looking for something a little more dramatic or eye catching, consider
ing going for a drive to a semi-local well known spot. Or my favourite, bring your knitwear with you on 
vacation, so you can take advantage of some once-in-a-lifetime locations! 

Story telling and drama Focus on lighting and knitwear Location Ideas 

• Parks 
• Side streets and alleyways 
• Around community centres 

and city buildings 
• Textured walls and fences 

(think downtown or historical 
neighborhoods) 

• Garden centres 
• Greenhouses 
• Bodies of water (ponds , 

lakes, fountains, oceans) 
• Farms or fields 
• Amusement parks 
• University campuses 

Industrial parks 
• Forests 
• Train bridges 

Abandoned buildings 
• Museums 
• Local viewpoints or tourist 

destinations 

Note: Do your research before
hand to find out if your chosen 

location has an entrance fee or 
rules on photography. 
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Camera choice 
DSLR vs. point and shoot 

The two most common type of cameras are DSLR and point and shoot. The ma in differences between the two are 

size, price, var iety of sett ings, and ability to c han ge lenses. 

DSLR cameras can be an awesome option if you 're feeling ready to jump into the adventure of using d ifferent 

types of lenses and want to expand you r skills wi th manual sett ings. However, it is impo rtant to keep in mind that 

you only get the benefits of a DSLR camera if you have the time to put into learning how to use it. If you are ma inly 

goi ng to use the came ra wi th the kit lens it comes with, the qual ity of yo ur images likely won't be any better than if 

you go wit h a sma ller or cheaper point and shoot came ra. With that in mind, unlike most DSLRs, point and shoot 

cameras don't have the op t ion to shoot in a RAW file type. 

The two main differences between JPG and RAW files are the file size and the ability to edit and retouch the 

photos af terwards. If you have a compu ter that can handle large file sizes, and you like to do a lot of post process

ing on your images, shooting in RAW rather than JPG will be a really g reat cho ice for you . When watching the re

touching videos, you' ll see the differe nce in RAW vs. JPG when it comes to ed iting a nd retouching . 

I just want to use my phone's camera! 

I tota lly get this! Our phones have amazing photo capab ilities, we always have them with us, a nd we all know how 

to use them. Getting a new or expensive camera is not essential to improve your knitwear photography. 

Many of the techniques we' ll ta lk abou t (lighting, poin t of view, compos ition etc.) are relevant no matter wha t 

camera you' re using. 
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Camera settings 
Depth of field 

~, Lens openings at different ~~ u opertoce ;ett,cg; 0 
f/1.4 f/5.6 f/8.0 

The I/stop, or aperture you shoot with, will depend on your lens and desired background effect. A shallow depth of 

field, or blurred background (also called bokeh), is achieved by using a wide open aperture (f/2 or f/l .4). Not all 

lenses have the ability to shoot with a shallow depth of field, and depending on your goals and style, you may not 

want to. Here are some benefits and downsides of shooting with a shallow depth of field: 

Benefits 

• Separates your subject from the background 

• Makes the subject the "focus " of your image 

• A visually popular photography style 

• Many cell phones now have settings that 

mimic a shallow depth of field 

Downsides 

• A more specific lens is required 

• It can take practice to get your subject in focus 

• It is difficult to focus with a moving subject 

• If your knitwear is in focus, your model's face may 

be a bit out of focus 

If you like a shallow depth of field, here are some tips! Choose a lens with a longer focal length, 50mm or longer. 

Choose a lens with a f/2 to f/ 1.4 capability, and shoot with it at it's lowest I/stop. Standing closer to your subject will 

also help increase the blurred look of the background. When shooting with a wide open aperture, it's important to 

learn more about getting the proper exposure. You can experiment and work in manual mode, or go through the 

next few pages and learn more about shooting in aperture priority mode. 
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Lens choice 
Focal length 

Wide angle 
14-35mm 

Midrange 
35-85mm 

Telephoto 
l00+mm 

The focal length you choose for your knitwear photography can depend on many factors. Do you want to show 

lots of background to help tell a story? Then a wide angle lens is a great choice! Want to separate your subject 

from the background to really keep the focus on your knitwear? Then a midrange or telephoto lens is the way to 

go. Below is a list of positives and negatives of each choice. When it comes to purchasing a new lens, you can 

consider getting a lens that "does it all" like a 18-100mm lens, or you can purchase what is called a "prime" lens. A 

prime lens has a fixed focal length. An example is a 50mm lens. Prime lenses are often considered to be sharper, 

but if you like the flexibility of a zoom lens, there are lots of quality lenses out there. 

Wide angle 

Benefits 
• Lots of visible background 

• Interesting/unique shots 

• Good for shooting in tight 

spaces 

Downsides 

• Distortion or your subject 

• Less bokeh 

• Background distractions 

Midrange 

Benefits 
• Less distortion of your subject 

• Good view of background 

• Able to stand close to your 

subject for better 

communication 

• Good bokeh 

• Good midrange prices 

Downsides 

• None! This is a great all 

purpose focal range 

Telephoto 

Benefits 
• No distortion of your subject 

• Great bokeh 

Downsides 
• Must stand far away from 

the subject 

• Less view of your location 

• Often expensive 
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Camera settings 
Exposure 

Exposure refers to how dark or light the captured image is. Below you can see an example comparing a properly 

exposed image to one under or over exposed. Ideally when creating an image, you want your main subject (your 

awesome knitwear design!) to be perfectly and evenly exposed. A great way to accomplish this is by shooting in 

open shade (refer to the "Look for light" section). 

Under exposed Proper exposure Over exposed 

Correct exposure is achieved through these main variables: 

• ISO: Your camera's sensitivity to light 

• Shutter speed: The length of time your shutter takes to capture an image. Too slow ( l /l 00th) and you may 

get blur in your images. A faster shutter speed ( l /l 000th) allows you to capture and freeze movement. 

• Aperture: The opening of your lens allowing in light. The aperture setting controls depth of field. A wide open 

aperture creates a blurred background, or bokeh effect, while a small aperture keeps everything in the 

image in focus. 

It is the balance of these three settings that will create a nicely exposed image. You'll know you have a good ex

posure when your camera's histogram (black and white graph that looks like a mountain), is mainly in the middle. 

If it's too far to the left, your image is underexposed, if it's too far to the right, your image is overexposed. 

There are some instances where achieving a nice exposure throughout your whole image isn't always possible. For 

example, during sunset where you'll create a silhouette or in the bright sun where your shadows are so black you 

can't see any details. To help avoid these problems, check out the "Look for light" section to find the best location 

and lighting to help you achieve a balanced exposure. If you do find yourself in a challenging lighting environ

ment, do your best to expose for the the knitted item. 
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Camera settings 
Exposure 

Digital cameras today are experts at helping you achieve a good exposu re . Rather than a ttemp ting to master 

shoot ing in full manual mode, why not asses what your goa l in a photograph is, and let you r came ra do a ll the 

hard work! Two great camera settings to look into are Aperture Priority mode and Shutter Speed Priority mode. 

NIKON CANON 

• Aperture Priority mode (circled in red): Shooti ng with this setting will allow you to choose your desired aperture, 

and the camera w ill balance out your ISO and shutte r speed according ly. Do you want to ac hieve that nice 

b lurred background? Set you r aperture to f/2.8 or f/1.4. Want to make sure every de tai l in you r image is sharp? Set 

your aperture to f/16. 

• Shutter Speed Priority mode ( circled in blue) : Similar to above, you wi ll choose you r shutte r speed based on th e 

goa l for you final photo, and the camera wil l balance out your ISO and aper tu re. Go ing to throw that shaw l in the 

air? Set your shutter speed to 115000th to make sure there 's no b lur. Want to show a little bit of movement blur for a 

fab ric that has nice d rape? Set your shutter speed to 1 /60t h. 

A lot of knitters have asked me to address the difficulty of photographing red and other bright co loured yarns. The 

key is in the exposure [and the post processing). So if you're go ing to photograph a red garment, make sure you 

either have perfect exposure, or err on the side of underexposing your image. What happens to these wonderful 

bright co lours when the exposure is too bright or there is too much contrast? The colours get out of gamut . This 

means that your compu ter or pho ne screen can no longer replicate the colour correc tly, and you can no longer 

show off your beaut iful yarn. 

Overexposed, too 

much contrast, and 

ou t of gamut 

Correct exposure w ith 

no wei rd glowing areas 
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Camera settings 
Exposure - phones and point and shoot cameras 

You a lso have some op tions to customize your exposure when shoot ing wi th your phone or po int and 
shoot camera. Most po int and shoot cameras w ill have an "ex posure compensation" graph, wh ich will 
be a linear chart w ith+ or - to c han ge your exposure. So if you're having a hard tim e capturing that 
bright saturated yarn, try setting the exposure to -1 or -2. Or, if your photos are dark and missing a good 
punch , you can always brighten them up w ith the + l or +2 sett ing. If you change the settin gs though, 
don't forget to change them back when you're done , or you might find yourse lf in a confus ing situat ion 
later on when you can 't figure out why your camera won't expose proper ly. 

I 
-2 .. -1 .. 0 .. +1 .. +2 

With your iph one this ca n be done by tapp ing on the area of the photo you want to have the correct 
exposure, most likely your knitwear. After tapping on the screen, you can also drag your finger up or 
down to brighten or darken the image as you like it. 
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Camera settings 
White balance 

Have you ever had an impossible time reproducing the proper colour of your yarn? The likely issue is white bal

ance. White balance can be set in your camera or easily changed in post processing afterwards. 

Too coo l Proper white balance Too warm 

Setting white balance in camera: Most cameras will have a few white balance options shown in diagrams like 

this: .. 
Auto Daylight Shade Cloudy Tungsten Fluorescent Flash 

The key is to choose the wh ite balance that most closely resembles the light you 're shooting in. If it 's a cloudy day, 

choose the cloudy option . A sunny day? Choose the sun icon . I usually leave my camera on auto white balance 

and fix the wh ite balance (if necessary) in Lightroom afterwards. 

Using a grey card: If you are having a particularly hard time reproducing the colour of a specific yarn , try using a 

grey card. A grey card can be purchased at any camera store and will help you create the perfect white bal

ance. What you need to do is take one photo w ith the grey card in the middle of the frame, then when you're in 

Lightroom (or editor of your choice) , click on the grey card with the white balance eye dropper and copy that 

white balance setting to the remainder of your shoot. 

Shooting in mixed lighting: Shooting in mixed lighting can make getting a correct white balance very difficult . So 

if you're shooting using light from a window, make sure to turn off a ll lamps and lights in the room to avoid a 

strange yellow/orange cast . Or if you're shooting indoors, make sure to have the same type of light bulb in all your 

light sources. 

A note on screen calibration: How the colours of your photo /ookwill vary depending on the screen you're view

ing the image on. So even if you achieve the perfect white balance with a grey card, it is possible your yarn w ill 

look a slightly different colour on someone else's phone or computer screen. Keep this in mind, and try viewing 

your images on a few different screens if you're worried about how the colours look. 
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Look for light 
Being able to find and use good light ing is the number one th ing you can do to improve your photography ! If I 

could make only one suggestion, it wou ld be that you go outside and start looking for photo locations with great 

light rather than a great background. In th is section, you' ll find lighting diagrams for each photo to he lp illustrate 

the different types of lighting and the benefits of each. Let's start wi th the basics: 

Full sun Side light Back light Open shade/cloudy day 

~~ 
......... 

~~ 
>r,"' 

- subject - - subject Subject ... -Camero 

~ .. -4.., .a. ....... Camera .a. 
Camera Camera 

In genera l, the best time of day to photograph is dur ing sunrise and leading up to sunset. But let 's be serious, that 

isn't always an option, so being ab le to find open shade is your best bet to come away with a good photo. Once 

you've mastered that, you can move onto more interesting lighting scenarios to add drama and interest to your 

photos. For example, side light is great for bring ing out deta ils in cables and textured stitches, while back light ing 

can do an amazing job of highlighting the fuzzy characte ristics of a mohair yarn . In the next few pages, we're 

going to break down each of these lighting strategies as well as talk about how to find them and how to use them. 

What if it 's a cloudy day?! Then you're in luck! A Cloudy day most close ly resembles the open shade lighting sce

nar io. Basical ly, the sky becomes one big light sources to even ly light your knitting project. In some ways, a c loudy 

day makes your photography easier as you can choose the perfect background and don't have to worry that the 

location you want is in poor light . However, one downside of shoot ing on a cloudy day is you lose out on some of 

the interesting lighting opportunities. So if you're just getting started wi th your photography and need a confi

dence boost, head out on a cloudy day. If you're ready to challenge yourse lf and try out some different lighting 

techniques, wait for a day with more sun. 
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Look for light 
Open shade 

Open shade is your new best friend, trust me on this! 

Open shade is when your subject is standing in the shade, but facing out and towards the open sky. Ideally you will 

have your subject towards the edge of the shade rather than deep in the shadows. Below and on the next few 

pages are some photos and lighting diagrams that can help you find these areas in your neighborhood. Once you 

learn to look for them , you will find that they are everywhere! Every building, tree, fence, and large unsightly truck is 

out there creating the perfect open shade for you to use. 

The main benefit of open shade is that it gives a soft and even lighting over your entire subject so you don't end 

up with the weird bright and dark areas you may get if you shoot in the sun or in dappled light. 
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Look for light 
Open shade 

Here is a perfect example of open shade lighting taken in the alleyway behind my house. As you can see circled 

in red, the houses and fences are casting an open shadow. Both photos were taken in almost the same spot, 

standing in front of the black gate, facing out towards the sky. Flip to the next page to see how to use open shade 

to get the backlighting that will make your subject glow! 
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Look for light 
Open shade and backlighting 

Open shade is also awesome for achieving a soft backlight. Here is a perfect example of open shade lighting 

taken in my (rather ugly) front yard. Who says you need a beautiful location to take a beautiful photo?! I'm telling 

you, it 's all about the light! As you can see circled in red, the trees and shrubs are casting a nice big area of open 

shade. For these photos, I stood in the shade facing away from the sun and towards to the open sky. 

The closer your subject is to the edge of the shade, the more backlight you will achieve on your subject. This cre

ates a very nice soft backlight, unlike the hard backlight you get from standing right in the sun. 

This soft backlight is perfect if you ' re trying to capture a fuzzy yarn. The light catches the fuzz, making it clear for 

knitters to see. Check out the bottom right-hand photo for an example. 
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Look for light 
Backlighting 

Backlighting is an awesome tool for creating dramatic photos. As you saw on the previous page, you can achieve 

a soft backlight when using open shade, but here we'll talk about using direct backlight, where the sun is actually 

hitting your subject. 

The best way to make your backlight stand out is to have the subject standing in the sun, but with your back

ground in the shade. As you can see on the left, the white sky behind the subject takes away from the backlighting 

and causes a washed-out looking image. But if you can find an area where your background is in the shade, you'll 

get the nice glowing look of the photo on the right. 

• • 
Camera Camera 18



Look for light 
Backlighting and flair 

Depending on the angle of the sun, shooting w ith a backlight can sometimes cause flair. Flair is when the sun hits 

your lens and bounces around in the camera, giving your photo a washed-out look . Although it can sometimes be 

used intentionally and art istica lly, it is often is a problem . 

There are a coup le of d ifferent ways to combat this problem. Option one is to get a lens hood for your camera to 

help prevent lens flair. This works about 80% of the time, and most lenses come w ith a lens hood. Option two is to 

have your subject in the sun, but your camera in the shade. This can be tough to achieve, but if it 's late enough in 

the day , you can often put the sun behind your subject, using their head to b lock the flair. When in a tough situa

tion , I' ll somet imes use my hand to help block some of the flai r. In the right photo below, you can see how my ha nd 

does a good job of blocking most of the flair giving a nice saturated image. Whe reas on the left, the flair is very dis

tracting . Another choice is to wa it for a d ifferent time of day. 
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Look for light 
Cloudy weather 

Photographing on a cloudy day is by far the easiest, so if you 're struggling with some of the other lighting con

cepts, starting out on a cloudy day can be helpful. Though the lighting on a cloudy day can be limiting in terms of 

the drama that light can create in your photos , a cloudy day will allow you to photograph anywhere and look for 

the most interesting backdrops that may not be an option on a sunny day. 

The main thing to think about when shooting on a cloudy day is to have your subject face the brightest part of the 

sky. This will give nice and even lighting. Try not to be undercover or facing a dark building or area of trees, as a 

dark area will act like a lighting modifier and pull the light away from your model. Lighting modifiers are addressed 

in the following sections. 
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Look for light 
Cross lighting and cables 

The only time I recommend using c ross light ing is when you're shoot ing cables. In examp le one, you ca n see we've 

used backl igh ting, wh ich looks nice ove rall, but isn't highlighti ng the cables very wel l. In the second examp le, we 

had our model turn so the light was skimming nicely across the cables . This throws the twists and turns of the cab le 

into shadow, creat ing a more dramatic look . In the third pho to, we see an example of using a bu ild ing as a dark 

lighting mod ifier, wh ich a lso helps crea te more dra ma in cabled photog raphs. 

Subject 

Camera 

.. 
Camera 

Camera 
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Lighting modifiers 
Black and white bounce 

A lighting modifier is any thing you use to enhance or manipulate the natural light ing around you. The most 

common are wh ite and black bounces. Sometimes the natura l light around you isn't suffic ient to get the look you 

want, so you can bring or find a natural light modifier to help accomplish your lighting goa ls. Though you can buy 

fancy photography reflec tors, you can often find them sitting around your house! Below is a simple example using 

a black chair and a white plate. 

White bounce/reflector 

• Reflec ts or " bounces" light back at your 

subject 

• Fills in dark shadows 

• Helps reduce contrast on a bright day 

• Can be anything from a whi te piece of paper 

to a w hite veh icle or big whi te build ing wa ll 

Black bounce 

• "Pulls" light away from your subject 

• Enhances shadows 

• Helps create contrast on a day with flat or 

cloudy lighting 

• Can be anything from a b lack piece of paper 

to a dark bu ilding, car, or undercover area 
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Lighting modifiers 
Here is a great example of photography on a bright sunny day. We've put the sun behind our model, but because 

it's so bright, her face is mostly in shadow. By holding a white reflector just below the camera, we're able to 

bounce some of that light back onto her face and the scarf. 

===== reflector 

Camera Camera 

Using a black or dark lighting modifier can be a great way to create drama in your cabled projects. Below is a 

photo of a cabled hat taken on a cloudy day. By placing the model next to a dark tree, the tree "pulls" the light 

away from the back of the hat, increasing the shadows and making the cables pop. 

Camera 
23
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Point of view 
Finding a unique point of view can go a long way towards creating increased interest in your photography. It can 

be tempting to photograph your knitwear straight on, but try something new! Look down on the subject, shoot 

from the side allowing the stitches to pull the eye into the image. Don 't leave all of the moving around to your 

model. Take a step back or take 10 steps closer for a great detail shot. Crouch down to eye level with a sleeve cuff 

or climb a tree and look down. 

Eye leve l vs. 
looking down . 

Straight on vs. 
shooting across 
the stitches. 

Straigh t on vs. 
shoo ting across 
the stitches. 

Far away vs. 
close up. 
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Working with a model 
Working with a model can be tricky. When I say "model" I don't mean someone who works as a professional but 

the person you've convinced to jump in front of the camera. It can be a nerve wracking situation for both parties: 

the model who doesn't know what you want and the photographer who is trying to find good lighting, get the 

right camera settings, get the photo in focus, make sure the knitted garment looks good, all while trying to direct 

the model?!?! It can be a lot to handle. 

Here are some suggestions to make the process a little less intimidating. First of all, whether or not you'll be model

ing the knitted item, spend some time in front of the mirror finding different shapes and angles that look good. After 

you've figured that out, you can move onto the mantra: l) Show off the item, 2) Interact with the item, and 

3) Interact with the environment. This will help you and your model get a wider variety of photographs.

My most important suggestion is that your photo shoot be fun! You should feel silly and nervous, giggle and laugh! I 

promise that every fake laugh given by model ends with a cute half second of natural smile that is your golden 

moment to catch. And I guarantee that if you let yourself be vulnerable and goofy behind the camera, your 

model in front of the camera will respond in kind. (If you don't believe me, watch the behind the scenes videos 

where I apparently spend l 00% of my time talking in a sing song voice??) If you're finding yourself getting bogged 

down by all the details and losing focus, take a step back, put the camera down, and spend a few minutes just 

having a nice chat. 
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Working with a model 
1) Show off the item 

Keeping this mantra in mind will help you direct your model with different things to do in order to get a wider vari

ety of engaging photographs. With the "Show off the item " shots, you'll get a good overall photo of the design to 

show the colours and the shapes . It can also be a good time to go in nice and close and get some detail shots. 

Some ideas for showing off the item are holding the scarf out (in front or behind). A sweater can photographed 

from the back, or a hat can be photographed with the model looking down to highlight the knitted item rather 

than the model 's face. 
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Working with a model 
2) Interact with the item 

Taking photos of your model interacting with the knitted item is a great way to show versatility in your knit garment. 

It also gives models something to do with their hands or body, which can help them feel less awkward. Some ideas 

to get your models interacting with the item is to ask them to tie the scarf in a fun or silly way or throw the shawl in 

the air. You can take some action shots of the model getting cozy and snuggling into a sweater or doing up but 

tons. (This is where having some ideas from looking in the mirror ahead of time can be helpful.) 
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Working with a model 
3) Interact with the environment 

One of the toughest things to do as a regular person in front of the camera is to "mode l" while standing still with 

nothing around you. So make it easier on yourself and your model by choosing a location with options for interact

ing with the environment. This can be as simple as having models play with their hair. You can also bring along a 

small prop like a hat or sunglasses. Ask the model to walk around, twirl, lean against a building, or sit on a bench. 

You'll get engaging photos with a lot more energy if your model has something to do! 
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Composition 
Foreground interest 

There are a lot of resources about compos ition in art and photography. I'm go ing to focus on my favour ite three: 

foreg round interest, rule of thirds, and lead ing lines. Composition is w hat guides our eyes through a photograp h 

and gives importance to the subject in relation to the rest of the photo. Composition and visual ba lance he lps 

drive the story beh ind your image and grabs your viewer's attent ion. It is one of the most importan t components of 

photograp hy, and it can turn an ordinary scene into someth ing special. 

Foreground Inter est : Having foreground interest in your photographs can be eye-catching, especial ly in a close 

up photo. It can be a struggle to capture the th ree-dimens ional expe rience of knitting in a two -dimensional pho to

graph. Putting something in the fo reground of you r image remi nds the viewe r that they are looking at a th ree di

mensiona l scene, and it can add depth to bo th the image and the knitting. Personally, I like to use bits of nature in 

my foreg round (leaves, flowers , pla nts etc .). Whe n looking around your locat ion, see if you can find a poi nt of inter

est in the foreground where the co lour or texture might compliment your knitting. The colours and textures in the 

foreground can he lp accentuate and frame yo ur knitting. 
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Composition 
Rule of thirds 

There is a lot of fancy math behind why the rule of thirds is pleasing to the eye. And even though we knitters tend 

to be pretty good at math, I'm going to skip the math and jump into the pretty pictures. The goal when using the 

rule of thirds is to horizontally and vertically divide your image into thirds and then put the main focus of your sub

ject at an intersecting point or along one of the lines. This helps you create more interesting and balanced photos. 

It also draws the viewer's eye into and around the photograph, rather than just glancing at the middle and moving 

on. It can take some practice to get the hang of this 
technique. Many cameras have the capability of dis

playing a one-third grid in your viewfinder or phone 

screen to help you compose your image while shooting. 

As always, you can break the rules of composition, and 

often it will give you awesome results. The key is to be 

intentional with your placement. Sometimes placing 

your subject in the middle of the frame can be I 
especially powerful when using leading lines, as it draws 

your viewer directly to your subject. 
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Composition 
Leading lines 

The idea with leading lines is that rather than having a flat background like a wall or a group of trees, you look for 

naturally occurring lines that lead the eye through your photograph directly to your subject. This can come from 

standing in the road or on a bridge. It can come from the lines in a building, along a fence, or even the lines in 

your knitting. When you've found your leading lines, you want to put your model or subject at the intersection of 

those lines to create a more dynamic image and draw the viewer's eye straight to your knitted item. The leading 

lines in these images have been highlighted red so you can see them. 
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Self portraits 
Jumping in front of the camera yourself, whether by choice or by necessity, can be a nerve-wracking and stressful 

situation. However, if you're prepared to spend a bit of time to get it right, it can also be a lot of fun! 

Step l - Get a tripod 

The type of tripod you'll need will depend fully on your camera. If you have a DSLR, it can be handy to get a 

full-sized tripod, but if you're using your phone camera or point and shoot, you could get a smaller tripod or even a 

mini moldable tripod that can be mounted onto fences, tree branches etc. 

Step 2 - Figure out how to focus 

Many cameras have face recognition to help you focus, and this can be a big help! If you don't have this feature, 

there are a couple of options. Option one is to set your focus point, and then try your best to stand in the correct 

spot so that your face or knitted item falls into your chosen focus point. This is what I do. Occasionally you'll get a 

run of photos that are out of focus, but then you simply move a half step to the left or right and you'll be in focus. 

Here's a look at what most DSLR focus point systems look like. If you don't want to be right in the center of 
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the photo, you can move the red focus point side to side or up and down. Your second 

option is to put your camera on manual focus, pick a point where you plan to stand and 

put the focus there before going in front of the camera. 

Step 3 - Figure out how to trigger your camera 

Some cameras have a built in intervalometer. What that means is, I can set my camera to take a photo every 

second for l 00+ photos. This is handy because then I can just set it to shoot while I try many different poses before 

having to go back and re-set the camera. Depending on your camera, you may be able to buy an external inter

valometer. You can also buy a bluetooth shutter trigger for many cameras, some mini phone tripods even come 

with a shutter trigger. This can accomplish a similar task as the intervalometer, as you can hide the trigger in your 

hand a take a number of photos before having to go back and look behind the camera. I have also used a 

hand-held shutter trigger with good results. 

Step 4 - Take A LOT of photos 

Getting an intervalometer or shutter trigger for your camera is key to self portraits. If you have to to go back and 

set your camera's timer to take a photo for every single photo, it is going to take a long time and you're less likely 

to get a good shot. The key when photographing of yourself is to take a lot of photos that are almost exactly the 

same. Since you can't tell exactly what you look like, a small tilt of the head or a small adjustment of a sweater or 

scarf can make all of the difference. By taking many many (like hundreds) of photos, you have a better chance of 

capturing that perfect shot. 

Step 5 - Find yourself a willing bi-pod 

Get it? Bi-pod ... two legs?!?! This can be your mom, partner, friend, or anyone willing to hold the camera and press 

the shutter button for you. When I have someone to help me take photos, the first thing I do is ask them to to be a 

stand-in model while I compose and frame the photo exactly how I want it and take a photo. Then I show my assis

tant the photo and ask them to take the same photo of me. Just like when I'm using a tripod, I ask my stand-in 

photographer to take MANY photos so I can be sure there will be some I like. 
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Self portraits 
Step 6 - Really , take A LOT of photos 
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Photoshoot Checklist 

D Prepare the day before: 

D Knitwear blocked/steamed 

D Outfit and accessories organized 

D Batteries/camera/phone charged 

D Location chosen 

D Time spend in front of the mirror seeing how your design can be modeled best 

D Bring on the day of: 

D Knitwear and accessories 

D Camera/phone/batteries 

D Lenses 

D Lighting modifiers 

0At photoshoot: 

D Chat with your model and build a rapport (without the camera) 

D Take a few test shots - how does the light look? 

D Shoot through the three-step mantra: 

D l) Show off the item 

D 2) Interact with the item 

D 3) Interact with the environment 

D Take detail shots 

□custom: 
D Custom

□ Custom -

D Custom

□ Custom-
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Your photography journey 
Thanks everyone for joining me in the Photography for Knitwear tutorial. I hope you learned a lot! Even 

more, I hope you feel encouraged and excited to continue your photography journey. My recommen

dation from here is to practice, practice, practice. Take your time when watching the videos, and use 

them in conjunction with this PDF to solidify what you've learned. 

On your first few shoots, or anytime you're struggling with lighting, take the time to go over your photo

graphs and draw your own lighting diagrams. Asses the environment you were shooting in and analyze 

what you did right and what you could improve. 

Go through and look at your equipment. If you want to purchase anything new, do some research and 

make sure it is compatible with what you're currently using. 

Photography is a continual learning process. You will always be improving and evolving in your style. 

You're awesome, and I can't wait to see your work! 

www.abbyeknits.com 

lnstagram: abbyeknits 

Copyright Abbyeknits 2019 - please do not distribute 
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